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要 約

천 이 상태 이 론을 액 체 산소에 적 용하여 열 역 학적 량을 구하였다. 그 결 과는 실험 치 와 근사하게 일치 함.

Abstract

The thermodynamic properties of the liquid oxygen are calculated by applying “The Transient State
Theory of Significant Liquid Structure허. The
observations.

1. Introduction

Since the middle o£ the nineteen thirties when 
statistical mechanics began to play an important role 
in science, two different approaches to liquid theory 
have been made. The one is the formal or funda
mentalist approach pioneered by Mayer6, Kirkwood2, 
and others； the other is by the use of models, such as 
“The cell theory” developed by Lennard-Jones6, 
Devenshire, and others.

Eyring and al6 developed "The Significant Structure 
Theory of Liquids”，a model approach, and applied 

results show good agreement with experimental

it to many liquids successfully.
Chang and al7 have wc江ked out uThe Transient 

State Theory of Significant Liquid Structure” with the 
basic idea of "The Significant Structure Theory of 
Liquids", which is also applied to many liquids 
successfully.

In 1964, Kim6, one of the authors, has done a 
theoretical work on liquid oxygen applying "The 
Significant Structure Theory of Liquids”. This research 
is a further study on liquid oxygen in view of "The 
Transient State Theory of Significant Liquid Structure”,

2 —
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2- Formulation of the Partition Function

A, Theoretical Considerations
In “The Significant Structure Theory of Liquids”，it 

is assumed that holes of molecular size are introduced 
when 죠 solid is transformed to a liquid. In one mole 
of liquid there are N(、V—Vs)/Vs holes, since the 
volume increase during the phase transition is (V— 
V$), where V is the molar volume of the liquid and 
Vs is the molar volume of the solid. This volume 
increase leads to an important idea that there exist 
two kinds of molecules in a liquid： the one which 
possess solicMike degrees of freedom and the other 
which possess gas-like degrees of freedom. This is 
the basic idea in formulating a partition function for 
liquids. Accordingly, “The significant structure theory 
of liquids” gives the molar partition function for a 
monatomic liquid as follows：

H巨쁘辭肆利너叮 (뿌)

[②쀼豎( v_ 吼产气浮구纠『 

..............................................................⑴ 
or using Stirling's approximation

』[再뾶普쓰寄 {너叫 exp(fRT)}] 吟)

[@프쓰/辛]F...........................⑵

where Es and 6 are sublimation energy at the ground 
state and Einstein's characteristic temperature, respe
ctively. The quantity(l + ?zAe-e/flT) is the geometrical 
degeneracy factor, where ?야, the number of holes 
around a molecule, is expressed by — Vs)/ 
Vs; here, n is the number of the nearest neighbor, 
and £ is the strain energy which is inversely 
proportional to the number of holes around a molecule 
and directly proportional to the energy of sublimation 
of the solid, i. e., e = aEs Vs/{w( V— Vs)}, where 
%” is a proportionality constant. Other symboles in 
the partition function have their usual physical 
significance. In the partition function for a non
localized independent system, the number of comple
xions is overcounted due to the indistinguishability 
of particles; therefore, it must be divided by {Ar(V— 
¥?)/卩}!, the number of gas-like particles factorial.

Here, the solid-like molecules are represented by the 
Einstein oscillator, and 바】e gas-like molecules are 
assumed to behave like those in an ideal gas.

“The Transient State Theory of Significant Liquid 
Structure” assumes that 바ie transition of the degree 
of freedom of molecules from the solid-like to the 
gas-like does not occur directly, but only through a 
transient state such transition takes place. Here, the 
transient state is such a state that molecules are in 
different energy state from solid-like molecules by 
aquiring strain energy due to 바le structural distortion.

Accordingly, there are three kinds of degree of 
freedom in liquids； namely, gas-like, transient and 
solid-like degrees o£ freedom. Then, there arise a 
problem as to how these degrees of freedom are 
partitioned. Since V£) /Vs vacancies are
introduced at random among N molecules, only N 
CK/卩)molecules are bonded each other, of 
卩)，only aN(卩s/卩)molecules keep equilibrium 
position as if they were in the solid state; and 
accordingly, aNQVs/V) molecules possess solid-like 
degrees of freedom, where, a is a fractional number. 
The remaining (l—a)N(V$/V) molecules are in the 
transient state. Here, the transient state differ from 
the solid-like state by the amount of strain energy 
which is proportional to the sublimation energy and 
inversely proportional to the number of vacant sites 
around the molecule, n{V— Vs)/Vs, where n is 
given by 耸=12CK/K)； here, Vt refers to the molar 
volume of liquid at the triple point. Then, N(V— 
Vs)/V molecules will possess the gas-like degree of 
freedom.

Accordingly, tne partition function for liquids can 
be written as

F — (Ns + Nf)《Ns f Nt f. NS I 
Ns! Ntl L Jt R

QiNVs/vy ccF^WVTO"

「 exp(8/E h F%*
L (I-exp(-vT)F J

「3(卩一 K)/I지 exp{(8f)/旳} M阡읖业
L {1 一 exp(—S/® J

「(2混展7)3/2(卩一叭)z 1
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...................................................... (3) 
where b is the partition function for the degrees of 
molecular rotation and vibrations； here, subscripts s, 
t, and g designate the states of solid-like, transient, 
and gas-like, respectively. n(Vr— Vs)/Vs refers to the 
number of positional degeneracy, and is the molar 
energy difference between solid-like and transient 
states; and it can be expressed as z. = aEs/[nQX—l')}, 
where X— V/Vs and "a" is a proportionality constant. 
A combinatorial factor, (1、八+ 1")〃(】\很瓦.厂)，is used, 
because it is assumed that molecules of solid-like and 
transient are mixed in a random fashion.

At the thermodynamic equilibrium, the following 
experession can be used.

(dA/c必)t, v, N=—%7(dlnF/da)T，y, n = 0  (4) 
By rearranging the equation (3)and differentiating 
it with respect to ct at constant T, V, N, "a" is given 
by

a=fs/Qfs+ft)...................................................... (5)
When equation (5) is introduced into equation ⑶， 
the partition function becomes

F=r exp(^^T) ，s h + ；(X-l)exp
L {l — exp(—们/7)}3 I

（侦그쁙而，）｝]*

p스쓰끄^ 手씨 W& ....................（6）

where N = h I—exp(一久 / T)\3 bt
1 —expf—/ bs

B. The Partition Function for Liquid Oxygen
Oxygen is a diatomic molecule w让h normal entropy 

of fusion(l. 95 e. u. ). It has two first-order transitions 
in the sokd 가ate： one at 23. 66° K (about 30 degrees 
below the melting point) and the other at 43.76° K 
(about 10 degrees below the melting point). In 1952, 
Crawford9 found rotational bands in infra-red spectra 
of liquid oxygen. These facts suggest that oxygen 
molecules rotate in the solid state near the melting 
point. Therefore, the rotational term is included in 
both and gas-like and the solicl-like parts of the 
partition function. Accordin이y, the partition function 
for liquid oxygen can be written as follows：

eEs/RT _N_

ey ix 04)
——————~亍7\p

For oxygen bs, bt, and bs are equal and taken as 

（&己H 丁） 

2舟
1

(-exp  一碧物

where /, v, and ge are moment of inertia, vibrational 
frequency and electronic degeneracy of oxygen 
m시ecule, respectively.

3. Determination of Parameters

There are various ways to determine the parameters 
appearing in the partition function. Here, the 
parameters are determined at triple point using the 
method developed by Chang and al7.

The literature values used for the parameter 
determination are：

Moment of Inertia10 1.938 x 10~3J 음r-cm，

Vibrational frequency between
oxygen atoms in a molecule13 4. 73754 x 1013 sec-1

Molar volume of liquid at triple
point11 24. 66 cm3

Molar volume of solid at triple
point12 24.0 cm3

Triple point11 56. 36° K
Pressure at triple point11 0. 0015 atm.

ASV at triple point is not available in literature; 
therefore, the value, ASV (at triple point) =33. 52 e. 
u., is obtained from ASV values11 at higher temper
atures by extrapolation.

The parameters thus obtained are：

Es = 1818 cal/mole
久= 58. 62°K
仇= 52. 06° K
a~0.00567

4. Results

A. Vapor Pressures and Densities
The vapor pressure can be expressed as

P=-CdA/dV)T...............................................(8)
The plot for helmholtz free energy vs volume can 
be drawn at constant temperature as shown in Figure
1.
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Figure 1. A Plot for Helmholtz Free Energy vs 
Volume

Then, the negative slope of the common tangential 
line between the liquid region (at the vicinity of 
liquid minimum) and the gaseous region will give 
the vapor pressure at the given temperature. And the 
tangential point at the liquid region will give the 
molar volume, hence density, of liquid at the 
temperature. Both the vapor pressures and the 
densities are calculated at various temperatures from 
triple point to boiling point. Good agreements 
between calculated values and literature values11 are 
observed as shown in Figures 2 and 3.
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Figure 3. Density of Liquid Oxygen

B. Entropies of Vaporization and 
Compressibilities

The entropy expression is given by
S顼 nF + ET(dInF/ZT)...............................⑼

From the above expression, Sg and S can be calcu
lated; then, from them entropy of vaporization can 
be obtained.

The icompressbility, 0, can be calculated by using 
the following expression.

0=Tt#)广+(霁〉................. (10)

The entropies o£ vaporization and the compressi
bilities are calculated at various temperatures and 
tabulated in Table 1. Good agreements between the 
calculated values and the literature values13?14 are 
observed.

Table 1. Entropy of Vaporization and 
Compressibility

Temp. 4S”(calc) 』£(obs) %_ Q(calc) x 1」芋 ,3(obs)xl()6
(°K) (e. u.) (e. u.) (at") (atm-1)

54. 36 33. 52 33. 52 62. 53
62.56 28. 83 67. 89
65. 00 106
69. 06 24- 30 84. 20
70, 00 119
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74. 36 23. 28 23. 45 -0. 73 100.9
80.00 149
84. 36 19. 74 19. 80 + 0. 30 143.3
90. 00 179
90. 21 17. 97 18. 07 -0. 55 175.9

5. Dis이ission

Although an oxygen molecule has an even number 
of electrons, it shows paramagnetic property, which 
means that it has a triplet ground states; i. e., ft has 
two unpaired electrons. Parrier and Onnes found that 
pure liquid oxygen shows considerably less susceptibili
ty than that predicted by curie's law6. They performed 
a series of measurements, diluting liquid oxygen with 
liquid nitrogen, and found that the susceptibility 
increases with dilution, reaching a value at infinite 
dilution which corresponds approximately to that 
calculated for a free molecule15. The experimental 
results obtained by them are in accord with Lewis*  
hypothesis on the existence of O46.

Vereshchagin and Prebrazhenskii17^18 have reported 
that they found O4 concentration increased rapidly 
v.-ith increasing pressure over the range of 600-1300 
atm. From this they have concluded that above 3000 
atm. oxygen will consist entirely of O4 molecules.

Considering the above cases, the dimer term should 
be included in the partition function for liquid 
oxygen.

However, some experiments performed by other 
investigators %技,e appear to be inconsistent with the 
existence of dimers. Morever, in the case of oxygen 
the term "dime产 has long been debated.

According to Lewis, a link between the two monomer 
is less than 10 per cent as strong as even the weakest 
chemical bond16. For this reason, many investigators 
prefer to define O4 as two molecules which interact 
over a period of time that is long compared to the 
time between intermolecular collisions15.

For this work the dimer term in the partition 
function of liquid oxygen is ignored. Introducing the 
dimer terms in the partition function only gives 
considerable complications; and, yet, does not give 
any better results. Our partition function for liquid 
oxygen is satisfactory in predicting the thermodynamic 
properties*  and it can be concluded that the effect of 
dimers is negligible.
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